Genome-wide analysis of transcriptional hierarchy and feedback regulation in the flagellar system of Helicobacter pylori.
The flagellar system of Helicobacter pylori, which comprises more than 40 mostly unclustered genes, is essential for colonization of the human stomach mucosa. In order to elucidate the complex transcriptional circuitry of flagellar biosynthesis in H. pylori and its link to other cell functions, mutants in regulatory genes governing flagellar biosynthesis (rpoN, flgR, flhA, flhF, HP0244) and whole-genome microarray technology were used in this study. The regulon controlled by RpoN, its activator FlgR (FleR) and the cognate histidine kinase HP0244 (FleS) was characterized on a genome-wide scale for the first time. Seven novel genes (HP1076, HP1233, HP1154/1155, HP0366/367, HP0869) were identified as belonging to RpoN-associated flagellar regulons. The hydrogenase accessory gene HP0869 was the only annotated non-flagellar gene in the RpoN regulon. Flagellar basal body components FlhA and FlhF were characterized as functional equivalents to master regulators in H. pylori, as their absence led to a general reduction of transcripts in the RpoN (class 2) and FliA (class 3) regulons, and of 24 genes newly attributed to intermediate regulons, under the control of two or more promoters. FlhA- and FlhF-dependent regulons comprised flagellar and non-flagellar genes. Transcriptome analysis revealed that negative feedback regulation of the FliA regulon was dependent on the antisigma factor FlgM. FlgM was also involved in FlhA- but not FlhF-dependent feedback control of the RpoN regulon. In contrast to other bacteria, chemotaxis and flagellar motor genes were not controlled by FliA or RpoN. A true master regulator of flagellar biosynthesis is absent in H. pylori, consistent with the essential role of flagellar motility and chemotaxis for this organism.